In human-human dialogue, especially in attentive listening such as counseling, backchannels are important not only for smooth communication but also for establishing rapport. Despite several studies on when to backchannel, most of the current spoken dialogue systems generate the same pattern of backchannels, giving monotonous impressions to users. In this work, we investigate generation of a variety of backchannel forms according to the dialogue context. We first show the feasibility of choosing appropriate backchannel forms based on machine learning, and the synergy of using linguistic and prosodic features. For generation of backchannels, a framework based on a set of binary classifiers is adopted to effectively make a "not-to-generate" decision. The proposed model achieved better prediction accuracy than a baseline which always outputs the same backchannel form and another baseline which randomly generates backchannels. Finally, evaluations by human subjects demonstrate that the proposed method generates backchannels as naturally as human choices, giving impressions of understanding and empathy.
Introduction
A number of spoken dialogue systems have been deployed in smart phones and car navigation systems to conduct simple tasks and information retrieval. These systems basically assume that a user makes one utterance per one turn, which is immediately responded to by the system, and the utterances are not supposed to overlap. This "half duplex" communication mode is very different from that of human-human dialogue, in which one person often has a long speech turn consisting of many utterances, during which the listener gives occasional feedback. Feedback behaviors play an important role in smooth communication [1] . In speech communication or spoken dialogue, verbal backchannels, such as "okay" and "right" in English, convey feedback.
Backchannels signal that the listener is listening and understanding, while suggesting that the current speaker can keep the dialogue turn. Backchannels are also used to express the listener's reaction or assessment such as surprise, interest and empathy. Without the backchannel feedback, the speaker would be anxious whether the communication is well maintained and would feel as if talking to a dumb "machine". In addition to the effect of individual backchannels, backchanneling can also contribute to a sense of rhythm, to entrainment, and to feelings of synchrony, contingency, and rapport [2, 3] . In counseling dialogues in particular, it is crucial for a counselor to keep the client talking, and one technique they use is effective backchanneling to express empathy and create synchrony [4] .
Computational models of backchanneling have mostly addressed the question of when to backchannel, including investigating the role on low-pitch regions and other prosodic and lexical features as cues for backchannels [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , and developing more effective discriminative modeling and more efficient learning mechanisms [12, 13] . Some dialogue systems have applied this to generate backchannels, some producing very effective attentive listening behavior [14, 15, 16] .
However, current systems do not necessarily vary the backchannels, in terms of morphological form and prosody, often giving monotonous impressions to users. In previous work [17] , we investigated the correlations or synchrony effect in the prosody of backchannels.
In this work, we focus on the morphological (lexical) form of backchannels. We first analyze how the choice of the backchannel form is related with the linguistic features of the preceding utterances of the speaker. Then, we attempt to predict the backchannel form, given the context of the preceding utterance. Specifically, machine learning is conducted using the linguistic and prosodic features in the context. Finally, we realize automatic generation of backchannels dependent on the dialogue context. It is evaluated by human subjects in comparison with random generation and the actual counselor's choice. Although the role of individual forms has been discussed in relation with the listener's state of mind or intended pragmatic effect in conversation analysis and linguistic studies [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] , there is almost no previous work on the choice of backchannel form according to the context of the preceding utterance by the speaker.
In the remainder of the paper, after a description of the counseling corpus and the annotation of backchannels in Section 2, analysis, prediction and generation of the backchannel form using the corpus are addressed in Section 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, a subjective evaluation of generated backchannels is presented in Section 6, before the conclusion in Section 7.
Corpus of Counseling Dialogue

Dialogue Data Collection and Transcription
We recorded sessions of counseling dialogue. These are not real counseling, in that the subjects were asked to come to the session for dialogue data collection, not for counseling. But they were asked to talk about their real personal troubles, for example, regarding human relationships and career paths, with a counselor. The subjects were eight college students, 20 to 25 years old. We had two counselors (a male with 7-years of counseling experience and a female with 4-years), and each took part in four sessions. All participants were native speakers of Japanese. Each dialogue started with some chatting, and lasted Speech was captured by a head-set microphone worn by each participant and transcribed following the guidelines of the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) [26] . This includes annotation of IPUs (InterPausal Unit) and linguistic clause units.
Categories of Backchannel Forms
A verbal backchannel is a short response generated by the listener during the dialogue, usually at the end of utterances, without taking a turn; instead, backchannels suggest that the listener does not take a turn. By this definition, backchannels are often referred to as "continuers", and distinguished from acknowledgment and fillers, which are used to take or keep a turn.
Many backchannels share the same morphological form as acknowledging tokens such as "okay" and "right" in English and "hai" and "un" in Japanese. In Japanese, the possible backchannels are fairly limited lexically, but these can be repeated, as in "un un un" Since it is difficult to acoustically or contextually distinguish "un" from "hun", we treat them together. We group all such forms into three categories, based on the number of the repetitions, and represented, for example, by "unx2" and "unx3".
In addition, there are other backchannel types commonly used to express the listener's reaction or assessment such as surprise, interest and empathy. Their morphological forms are often non-lexical, such as "wow" in English and "he:" in Japanese. We treat these as the "assessments" category.
Backchannels were annotated as such in the counseling corpus. Table 1 summarizes the categories of the backchannel forms dealt with in this work and their occurrence counts in the corpus. Here, repetitions of more than three times are merged into the unx3 category. In the table, "none" is the number of IPUs and clause boundaries not followed by any backchannel. Forms not included in the four categories are excluded from this study, as they are infrequent and often difficult to annotate.
It is observed that the counselors produce backchannels very frequently, at approximately 40% of IPU boundaries. Most of them are continuers, with the different forms (the varying numbers of repetitions) used in a good balance. Assessments are not so frequent, but they are more prominent than continuers when they do occur.
Additional Annotation of Backchannels
Obviously, generation of backchannels and the choice of their form are arbitrary to some extent, although not anything is possible. The choice is also person-dependent. The statistical model for prediction and generation of backchannels should deal with these problems of variety by using a large-scale corpus. But for evaluation there remains the problem of arbitrary Figure 1 : Frequency distribution of backchannel form categories according to the boundary type of the preceding utterances variation: evaluating a model on its ability to predict exactly the form observed in the corpus would understate its actual pragmatic ability.
To deal with this, we augmented the annotation of backchannels for evaluation purposes. Specifically, we had three human annotators judge which backchannel form categories are acceptable for a given prediction point (=end of IPU or clause) after listening to the preceding dialogue context. We consider a category acceptable in a position if all three annotators chose it as a possible label there.
Analysis of Backchannel Forms and Linguistic Features of Preceding Utterance
First, we investigate the relationship between the morphological form of backchannels and the linguistic features of preceding utterances. The analysis in this section is limited to the backchannels observed at clause boundaries in the corpus.
Relationship between Boundary Type and Backchannel Form
Each clause boundary is annotated as one of three types: sentence boundary, strong clause boundary, and weak clause boundary. While strong clause boundaries usually appear between parallel clauses, weak clause boundaries are defined before/after dependent clauses, such as those starting with "because". The frequency distribution of the backchannel form categories versus the boundary type is plotted in Figure 1 .
Clearly different backchannel occurrence tendencies are observed for sentence boundaries versus the two clause boundary types. While simple continuers ("un" and "unx2") are more often used in the clause boundaries, the sentence boundaries are more likely to be followed by assessments. Continuers are preferred to encourage the speaker to keep talking, and assessments are expressed mostly when the speaker completes a sentence. However, there is no clear difference between the weak clause boundary and the strong clause boundary, and boundary types do not help determine the number of repetitions.
Relationship between Syntactic Complexity and Backchannel Form
We also conduct a morphological and syntactic analysis of the preceding clause/sentence unit and investigate the relationship between its linguistic features and the morphological form of the backchannels. Specifically, we count the number of bunsetsu phrase units and the depth and the width of the parse tree generated by the Japanese syntactic parser KNP, where the width is the number of phrases depending on the verb, and the depth is the maximum number of dependencies before the verb. These are measures of the complexity of the clause/sentence unit.
The statistics for the backchannel form categories are shown in Table 2 . The differences in the first two measures between "un" and "unx2", shown in bold, are statistically significant. Although these two continuers could not be distinguished in the previous subsection, they are separable by considering these syntactic complexity measures. It is shown that repeated tokens are more likely to be used when the number of phrases is larger.
Selection of Backchannel Form
Based on this analysis, we design a feature set used for selection of the backchannel form category. In addition to the features mentioned in the previous section, the ending word and its POS (part of speech) are added. We also incorporate history information (up to two previous) of the clause boundary type and of the previous backchannel form categories.
In addition, as previous work has shown that prosodic information is useful for predicting occurrence of backchannels (although prediction of the backchannel form has not been done before), we add to the above the following prosodic features: duration, Δ log F0, range of log F0, Δ power, range of power, and creakiness. Except for duration, these are computed over the final 150 msec of the preceding utterance.
Using these features, a logistic regression model is trained for selection of the backchannel form categories. In this section, the problem is formulated as classification of the four categories, given a clause boundary in which any backchannel is observed in the corpus. The model is trained and evaluated in a cross-validation manner in which one session is held out for evaluation. The augmented annotation described in Section 2.3 is used in this evaluation: we regard a prediction as correct if it matches the original form in the corpus or any of the annotatoradded forms.
For reference, we use a baseline where the most frequent form (unx3) is always output. We also test another baseline method which randomly generates backchannels according to the observed frequency distribution of the four categories. Average performance over 1000 trials is computed.
The classification accuracy by these methods is listed in Table 3 . The model with only the linguistic features significantly outperformed both baseline methods. Incorporation of the prosodic features further improved the performance. The results confirm that the proposed model using both feature sets works effectively.
The detailed performance (recall, precision and F-measure) Table 4 . It is observed that the precision of simple continuers (un and unx2) is very high because they are acceptable in many cases. The precision of assessment tokens is not so high, but still much better than the random baseline (0.389), which is critical for good subjective impressions.
Flexible Prediction of Backchannels
Next, we extend the model so that it can also determine right after each user utterance (IPU), whether or not to generate a backchannel there. This can be formulated as a five-class classification problem by adding the category "not to generate any backchannel" to the four categories of the backchannel form. We also adopt a different model, which predicts using a set of binary classifiers. Here we train a binary classifier for each backchannel form category, which computes the probability the generation of that category there. The final action is determined by combining the results of the four binary classifiers. If none of them exceeds a threshold, the system does not generate any backchannel. If one or more classifiers have an output exceeding the threshold, the system selects the one with the highest score. In this work, the threshold was tuned so that the number of predicted backchannels is similar to the observed count in the corpus. At times when this threshold (0.275) was exceed by any of the binary classifiers, it was often exceeded by several of them (2.3 on average).
The five-class classifier and the combined classifier are both trained using the same logistic regression model and the same feature set described in the previous section, but the training and evaluation samples are chosen by IPU instead of the clause boundaries.
The prediction accuracy by cross-validation is shown in Table 5 , with comparison to the weighted random generation method. Compared with Table 3 , the random generation method significantly drops in performance because more than half the samples are "not-to-generate". In contrast, the proposed method can generally determine whether to generate a backchannel, maintaining the overall performance. Among the proposed models, the combination of four binary classifiers is more effective than the five-class classifier. The training of a single five-class classifier is difficult because of the large proportion and different nature of the category of "not-to-generate". The detailed prediction performance (recall, precision and F-measure) of the combination of four binary classifiers is shown for each backchannel category in Table 6 . Although prediction accuracy for the backchannel form is degraded from Table 4, both recall and precision of "not-to-generate" is very high, meaning that the decision of whether or not to generate is itself reliable.
Subjective Evaluation of Generated Backchannels
Finally, we conduct a subjective evaluation of backchannels generated by the proposed method. Based on the results in the previous section, the combination of four binary classifiers is adopted. A set of voice files for the backchannel forms were prepared by a voice actress. There are variants in prosodic expression for each form, but we chose one pattern (file) for each form in this experiment. The audio channels of the counselors in the counseling dialogues described in Section 2 were replaced by the system-generated backchannels. For comparison, we prepared similar simulated-dialogue audio files using the weighted random backchannel generation and also by using the original backchannel forms by the counselors. In the latter case, the voice was replaced by the actressproduced samples to enable a fair comparison based on only the selection of the backchannel form.
Nine subjects, 5 male and 4 female, listened to eight segments of approximately two minutes extracted from the audio files. Then they filled in a questionnaire of several items regarding their impression of the system on a seven-point scale, from -3, "totally disagree", to 3, "totally agree". The average evaluation results on key items are given in Table 7 , comparing the proposed method with the weighted random generation method and the counselors' choices.
It is observed that the proposed generation method obtained a higher rating than the random generation method in all items. Statistically significant differences are marked with an asterisk in the table. The random generation method was rated particularly low in Q1 regarding the naturalness of the backchannels, leading to a very negative result in Q7. This result confirms that backchannels should be generated appropriately depending on the dialogue context. In more detail, there is not a significant difference in Q3 ("system listening") and Q5 ("showing interest"), but the proposed system obtained a higher rating in Q4 ("system understanding") and Q6 ("showing empathy").
We note that the results of the proposed method are comparable to those for the counselors' choices: in no item is there a statistically significant difference between them. Indeed, the ratings of the counselors' choices are not so high. This is probably because the same voice file was used for each backchannel form, with no variation in prosody. This suggests the need to change the prosody of backchannels according to the dialogue context. We plan to incorporate our previous finding on the synchrony effect of the prosody of the backchannels with the preceding utterances [17] . Moreover, there may be also a need to tune the precise timing of backchannels, that is the interval from the end of the preceding user utterance.
Conclusions
We have proposed a model that generates a variety of backchannel forms appropriate for the dialogue context. First, we showed that different kinds of backchannel forms are used depending on the boundary type and the number of phrases in the preceding utterance. Then, we conducted machine learning using these features in combination with prosodic features. This model achieved a classification accuracy of 66%, significantly outperforming the most-frequent-class baseline and the random generation method. We also designed a two-step framework which combines binary classifiers, each designed for an individual backchannel form category. This is very effective for generation of backchannels including "not-to-generate" decision. The subjective evaluation demonstrates that the proposed method generates backchannels more naturally, giving impressions of understanding and empathy.
